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Striker-Fire Challenge – Match Flyer 
 
 

WHAT:  Centerfire, Semi-Auto, Combat Pistol Match, using Striker-fired Pistols only.   

 
WHEN:  May 30 and August 29, 2020 (both 5th Saturdays). 

 

TIME:   Range setup and registration begins at 8:00 am.  Match rules and safety briefing at 

8:45 am.  Hammer down at 9:00 am.  Four continuous relays will be run until around noon, 

if we have enough shooters.  

WHERE:   Harrisburg Hunters’ & Anglers’ Association 

                6611 Hunters Run Road 

                Harrisburg, PA 17111 

                  

RANGE:  PPC Range #2 

 

FEES:  $10 per relay.  Shooters may shoot as many relays as they like (up to four), pending 

availability of positions on the line during registration and squadding. 

 
SQUADDING:  Maximum of 24 shooters per relay, squadded on a first-come, first-served 

basis during registration.  Our matches are open to the public.  Bring a shooting friend with 

you. 

COURSE OF FIRE:  Fifty rounds rapid fire, 10 rounds each in 15 seconds, at 5, 7, 10, 15, 

and 25 yards.  All firing starts with loaded gun-in-hand, from a low-ready position. 

 

TARGET:  NRA D-1 (P) tombstone paper targets will be used. 

 

EQUIPMENT:  Any safe, striker-fired centerfire pistol may be used.  At least 3 magazines 

loaded with 10 rounds each are required; but 5 loaded magazines are recommended to help 

keep the match moving along.   
 

Note:  We don't want to exclude any single stack striker guns (e.g., Glock 43, 

                    Springfield XDS, S&W Shield).  For those types of guns, you may use up to  

                    two magazines if needed, but NO MORE than 10 rounds total per stage. 
 

Ear and eye protection are required.  Bring a range bag to secure your pistol, magazines, 

and ammunition.  A holster is not required, but makes it more convenient when making 

your gun safe and moving between the firing lines. 
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GUN CLASSES:  Only 2 Gun Classes will be used.  Pistols with Iron Sights will compete in 

Stock Class, and pistols with Red Dot Sights and/or other modifications (all mods allowed) 

will compete in Open Class.  Competitors may shoot multiple times, in either or both gun 

classes.   

 

AMMUNITION:  Any safe factory or hand-loaded centerfire ammunition may be used.  No 

restriction on caliber or bullet type.  Fifty rounds are required per relay. 

 

SCORING:  Competitors will score and repair targets down range after 30 shots, and again 

after 50 shots when the match is completed.  Maximum possible score is 500-50x.  

Scorecards must be signed by both the shooter and the scorer, and turned in to range 

personnel. 

 

AWARDS:  Cash awards for each Gun Class will be determined using the Lewis Classification 

System.  Frameable Certificates will be given to the top shooter in each class, and to any 

shooter who scores 500 (500 Club) in the match.  Awards and Certificates will be provided to 

winners at a later date. 

 

REPORTING.  Match results and award winners will be reported by email to all shooters who 

provide an email address.  Results of the match will be included in the club newsletter. 

 

SAFETY:  Safety is paramount.  We run a cold range.  All guns must be brought to the range 

unloaded and bagged, and kept that way until you are called to the firing line and are under 

control of the Range Officer running the match.  A safety briefing will be provided to all 

shooters prior to the start of the matches. 

 

CONTACT:  John Kline, Match Director, 717-514-0404, jpkline601@gmail.com. 
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